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moke and flames erupt over the city of Chicago. FBI Agent Nick Catlin
watches helplessly as their only lead straps on a glider and leaps off a
high rooftop, soaring toward Lake Michigan. They’ve lost him, again. The
crime scenes always fit the same pattern—five babies are among the casualties.
Fourteen months later, though, in New York, no infant bodies are found.
Nick’s gut tells him the killer was somehow interrupted in his work and won’t
stop until he tracks down those children and finishes what he started.
Oklahoma rancher Leigh Barrus is barely making ends meet when his
estranged niece, Janet, shows up at his ranch with five babies in tow. The
terrifying tale she tells him about genetic experiments is only the beginning of
the shocking truths….
Also available in ebook: www.familyaudiolibrary.com and
www.amazonkindle.com
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DANIEL L. CARTER, born and raised in New York State, has always
enjoyed Sci-Fi and Fantasy stories. Some of his favorite authors
include Robert Aspirin and Stephen R. Donaldson.
Having acted in plays, such as Diary of Anne Frank and Damn
Yankees, Daniel soon turned to writing skits and short plays, as well
as directing. After studying at Elim Bible Institute and Hudson Valley
Bible School, the desire to blend fantasy and faith drove him to begin
a journey on finding a story that would do just that.
The Unwanted, Book One in The Unwanted Trilogy, opens up a new world of
Science Fiction and Fantasy that will appeal to many ages. Daniel is currently
working on Book Two, Children of Anak. He and his wife, Margo, reside in Western
New York.
www.theunwantedtrilogy.com
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